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DIT Maritime Team
• Marine Engineering
• Shipbuilding
• Maritime Professional Services
• Ports and Terminals

• Maritime Team effectively represents needs of
business. DIT involved in the outputs of DfT
Planning. Contingency Transport planning.
Ministers understand and have good
relationships with industry influencers.
• Commercial Maritime shipbuilding part of the
strategy.
• Planning in place for event and activity delivery
in Q3 and 4. Webinar delivery (Singapore).
• Promotion of a new area of Maritime to a dozen
different posts results in positive feedback.
• Prioritise continued delivery of support for
Business.

Aims and Objectives
• EXPORTING: To increase the UK’s share of relevant key growth markets where the
UK can be competitive, while supporting the sector to be a leader in clean maritime
growth.

• FDI: To facilitate investment into targeted segments of the UK marine sector to
enhance our exporting capacity and build the longer-term global competitiveness of
the sector.
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DIT Marine Engineering Supply China Campaigns

• Current campaigns: Brazil, China, S Korea, Singapore, Greece and Qatar

• In-market specialist teams
• UK-based industry supply chain specialist
• UK Export Finance

Brazil campaign
• Government policies and programmes that aim to support
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• Around 50 key technology areas where there are capability
gaps. Maritime shipbuilding part of the
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• Green marine is the main focus

• Planning in place for event and activity delivery
in Q3 and 4. Webinar delivery (Singapore).
• Existing oil and gas build programmes for offshore modules,
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andarea
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• Maintenance, repair and overhaul of the offshore support
vessels.

China campaign
• Maritime
Team effectively
needs of
• Controlling 40% of world shipping and increasingly
building
higher represents
value more
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complex vessels.
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• Opportunities for marine equipment and systems;
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tech, cargo
handling,
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and delivery
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South Korea campaign
• Maritime Team effectively represents needs of
business. DIT involved in the outputs of DfT
Significant consolidation in the shipbuilding sector
Planning. Contingency Transport planning.
Ministers understand and have good
relationships with industry influencers.
Still has a 3rd of the world order book
• Commercial Maritime shipbuilding part of the
strategy.of products and services to
Opportunities for UK companies to offer a wide range

improve efficiency and lower overall project costs.

• Planning in place for event and activity delivery
in Q3 and 4. Webinar delivery (Singapore).
• Promotion of a new area of Maritime to a dozen
Interest in whole-vessel integration and through-life
operation
different posts results in positive feedback.
• Prioritise continued delivery of support for
Business.

Major deals with Qatar, Mozambique and Nigeria.

John Strang
Dept. for International Trade
Maritime Team
john.strang@trade.gov.uk
07876006418

UK EXPORT FINANCE
Scottish Maritime Cluster
Jon Boyce Senior Export Finance Manager
Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland

About UK Export Finance

Trade Finance Awards:
Best Export Credit Agency
Award 2018

Global Trade Review:
Best Export Credit Agency
Award 2018

UKEF’s mission: To ensure that no viable UK export fails for lack of finance or insurance, while
operating at no net cost to the taxpayer
•

The UK’s export credit agency (ECA)

•

Established in 1919 - the world’s first

•

At the heart of the UK's trade promotion proposition

•

Supports the export of goods, services

We exist to complement, not compete with, the private sector and work with over
70 private lenders and credit insurers to support the provision of finance and
insurance to UK exporters and investors.

Key Criteria: Eligibility Overview
Eligibility criteria
• The exporter must be carrying out business in UK.
• The transaction must meet UKEF’s minimum risk
standards.
• At least 20% of the contract value must consist of UK
content.
Bribery and sanctions considerations
• The transaction must satisfy UKEF’s anti-bribery and
corruption due diligence processes.
• The transaction may not be supported if there are
sanctions imposed on the country.

Our products:
Helping exporters manage risks in challenging markets, ensuring they get paid, when the private market can’t.

Export Insurance Policy
Up to 95% insurance against the risk of not being paid, either due to:
•
•
•

•

Default by the buyer or,
Due to specified political, economic or administrative events or,
Non-delivery by exporter due to reasons beyond their control.
Private sector must have declined cover.

Bond Insurance Policy
Up to 100% insurance against a demand for payment under a bond, which is either unfair or caused by political events.
•
•

Available for different types of bonds such as, Advance Payment, Performance, Warranty and Retention Bonds.
Not available for bid or tender bonds.

Case study: BuroHappold Engineering
Design, planning, project management and consultancy services for all
aspects of building development, infrastructure and the environment.
•
•
•
•

$100,000+ consultancy contract in Lesotho.
New Market.
Higher Risk.
Concerned about late or non-payment.

No private sector insurance cover available.
UKEF covered via Export Credit Insurance product, providing
confidence to deliver the contract.
“Given how well single-project export insurance cover worked for us, I
can foresee further use of it. There are plenty of untapped markets in
Africa where we can explore new projects.”
Adrian McCarthy,
Credit Manager of BuroHappold Engineering

Our products:
Helping companies access additional working capital, giving them the ability to take on more or larger contracts
Export Working Capital Scheme
UKEF provide a guarantee (up to 80%) to the exporter’s bank to support additional working capital for an export contract when:
•
•

The exporter requires additional working capital for a contract
The exporter is unable to satisfy their bank’s security/collateral requirements for additional borrowing.

The exporter applies to their bank – the bank submits an application either via UKEF Portal or a manual application by email

Bond Support Scheme
UKEF provide a guarantee (up to 80%) to the exporter’s bank to support issuance of a contract bond (e.g. performance bond,
warranty bond) when:
•
•

A bond is required under the export contract, normally from the exporter’s bank
The exporter is unable to satisfy their bank’s security/collateral requirements or needs the cash for working capital.

The exporter applies to their bank – the bank submits application through UKEF Portal.

Case study: Drilling Systems
Leading global supplier of drilling simulator systems and software,
delivering products to over 50 countries.
Won $1m contract (larger than normal) with Argentina-based Pan
American Energy:
• Significant initial investment to purchase materials.
• Potential cash-flow constraints on future business.
• Approached bank for additional working capital.
• Bank unable to support under credit policy.
UKEF engaged and provided 80% guarantee to the bank
Enabled bank to grant the required £375,000 working capital facility.
Enabled the fulfilment of the new contract with PAE
Also facilitated the take-on of a subsequent contract for another phase
of the operation.
“UKEF’s Working Capital scheme was instrumental in enabling us to significantly
scale up our activity with Pan American Energy. This opportunity enabled us to
substantially increase revenue, strengthen our presence in Latin America and lay
the groundwork for further phases of business.”
-- Stephen Dines, Chief Financial Officer of Drilling Systems

Case study: JDR Cable Systems
Design, engineer and manufacture of subsea power cables, production
umbilical's and a variety of other control systems and technologies for
both the oil & gas and renewable energy sectors.
Won a contract to supply cables for a German power project:
• Performance Bond required.
• Bank unable to support under credit policy.
UKEF engaged and provided 80% guarantee to the bank.
Enabled the granting of a bond facility and issue of the bond.
Also enabled bank to provide the additional working capital required.

“Without UKEF support, we would not be able to compete with the
bigger players who can just put the full value of bonds onto their
balance sheets, and I am sure the same would apply to other
companies of our size.”
-- Martin Boden, Chief Financial Officer at JDR

Our products:
Helping UK companies win export contracts by providing competitive financing to overseas buyers
Supplier and Buyer Credits
UKEF provide a guarantee to a specialist ‘Trade’ bank to support loans to overseas buyers of capital goods/services when
the overseas buyer is unable to access cost-effective finance locally.
•
•
•

Allows the overseas buyer to pay on extended terms while payments to UK exporter are accelerated.
Supplier Credit – typically £700k to £4.99m.
Buyer Credit - £5m+.

Direct Lending
UKEF provide loans directly to an overseas buyer of capital goods/services when the overseas buyer is unable to access cost-effective
finance locally.
•

•

Allows the overseas buyer to pay on extended terms while payments to UK exporter are accelerated.
Direct lending - £5m+ but typically much larger with max loan of £200M

Case study: Forum Energy Technologies
Design and build remotely-operated vehicles (ROVs), used in the
oil and gas sector to build and manage well-heads on the sea floor,
and in the telecoms and renewables industries.
Won a large contract to deliver ROVs to Nigeria:
• Nigerian buyer, Marine Platforms Ltd, had difficulty securing
cost-effective financing.
• Proposed payment terms unacceptable to Forum Energy.
UKEF approached by the exporter to find solution.
£14.1m Buyer Credit facility negotiated with Marine Platforms Ltd.
Forum Energy able to secure the contract and deliver the vehicles.
Payment terms acceptable to both sides due to UKEF guarantee.

Supporting UK Exports - Summary
UKEF Solution

Delivery

Purpose

Bond Insurance Policy
Export Insurance Policy

To reduce some additional risks
associated with exporting.

Bond Support Scheme
Export Working Capital Scheme

To support the provision of
additional banking facilities
required for export contracts/sales.

Guarantee to exporter’s
bank to support facilities.

Supplier Credit
Buyer Credit

To support the purchase of UK
capital goods/services

Guarantee to specialist
‘Trade’ bank to support loan
to overseas buyer. Policy

To support the purchase of UK
capital goods/services.

Direct loan to overseas
buyer of UK goods/services.
Policy

Direct Lending

Policies direct to UK
businesses. Policy

Policy
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Jon Boyce UK Export Finance
Email: jon.Boyce@ukexportfinance.gov.uk
Mobile: 07990 887852
www.ukexportfinance.gov.uk
Joe Shepherd UK Export Finance
Email: joe.shepherd@ukexportfinance.gov.uk
Mobile: 07964 121436

HMNB Clyde Submarine Engineering
OFFICIAL

Superintendent Fleet Maintenance
Responsible for provision of
engineering and logistics support to
RN Submarines and visiting vessels
based at HMNB Clyde;
This also includes deployed support
to RN submarines overseas;
Main contractual mechanism
vested in Babcock Naval Nuclear
through the Maritime Support
Delivery Framework contract;

Captain Andrew Lewis Royal Navy

Although a naval Officer and
member of the HMNB Clyde Board
of Directors, I work for the
Submarine Delivery Agency based
in Bristol.

OFFICIAL

HMNB Clyde
Located North of Helensburgh on the Gare
Loch;
Is the home of the Royal Navy’s submarine fleet
with Trafalgar, Astute and Vanguard Class
submarines based there;
The workplace for over 6800 people and home
to many of the sailors that are based there;
Upwards of 24 different organisations operate
at HMNB Clyde.
Main operational output is delivering the UK’s
strategic deterrent – Operation RELENTLESS
which is now in it’s 51st year.

OFFICIAL

Submarine Engineering

OFFICIAL

In-water Engineering and Innovation

OFFICIAL

Questions?

OFFICIAL

A Vision for
Maritime Enterprise Scotland
Hamish Tetlow
RN Maritime Enterprise Scotland

Background
• The growth of the Royal Navy in Scotland
• Changes in:
•
•
•
•
•

Numbers
Career Patterns
Social and Domestic Patterns
Working patterns
Infrastructure, dependencies and relationships

• An instinctive desire to be more meaningfully connected
• 2SL support and direction

Impact of COVID-19
• Immediate and ongoing responses to the pandemic have focussed
attention on:
• Resilience
• Prosperity
• Green

• Opportunity to bid for money to support a new meaningful approach
• Support for a physical entity as a flagship for commitment to the maritime
enterprise in Scotland

Programme Assumptions
• If the programme bid is successful:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EOY
FY 21/22
FY 22/23
FY 23/24
FY 24/25

‘Phase Zero’ preparations
Comprehensive study leading to…
Build
Build
Build (This is challenging and contingent on the study)

The focus for the programme will be a building – a Maritime Centre
The location will be Glasgow as a hub, with links to other hubs, spokes and virtual activity
The outputs will be varied and driven by shared sector interests/priorities
Duplication will be avoided. This will require coordination and stakeholder mapping.
This is a maritime not a nuclear enterprise
Shared commitment

RN Interests/Priorities
• The detailed results of the planned study will not be prejudged, but areas
of interest include:
• Skills and the maritime talent pipeline

• Innovation – specifically the industrialisation of high TRL/in service equipment to
meet cross sector demands, best practice and processes, value and efficiency
• STEM outreach
• Communication and coordination – increasing understanding of the maritime
sector/Blue Economy and learning from each other

Potential areas for Discussion
1. Productivity - In what ways could a collaborative approach to
skills/training/innovation/best practice etc benefit all? Where do stakeholders see
best VFM?

2. Demand signal - What are the opportunities for greater coherence?
3. Supply chain/innovation - In what ways could this initiative support the supply
chain/SMEs to develop innovative solutions to shared maritime
challenges. Innovation should not be considered purely in terms of technology,
but also in terms of skills, people and processes.
4. Skills - How might collaboration help to develop and sustain a talent pipeline for
the maritime sector to the benefit of all.
5. Exports - From energy sector technology, to manufacturing, to training and
education there is a shared interest in exports; how might this initiative support
greater coherence and improved mutual benefit?

Summary
• Can we all derive benefit?
• Can you help shape our ambition?
• Can we gain your interest, advice, advocacy and
commitment?

• Discussions to date are all without prejudice or
commitment

Hamish Tetlow
RN Maritime Enterprise Scotland
Hamish.Tetlow100@mod.gov.uk

